As in today’s day to day lifestyle with lots of changes coming around the corner in which some are acceptable & some not acceptable, one has to make oneself capable/strong enough to fit into this cycle & be adaptable to any such situation. It sounds very easy to one’s ears, but is not that easy to imply. Hence, we need to develop certain skills to face such situation; ”Leadership” is one such skill which not only helps in developing oneself towards a certain priority or goal, but also guides others to the correct path maybe by you, by your work, your colleagues, the surrounding environment. Etc.
Recently, in our college (Silver Oak College of Engineering & Technology) we had a Leadership Development Programme which was conducted by The “Unnati Institute of Potential Exploration Pvt Ltd” (Unnati Group). It was conducted by Shri. Bakul Parikh (Managing Director Unnati Group) & his colleague Mr. Harish Nayak.

The programme started with introduction about one’s friend/collleague with all the H.O.D’s introducing one another’s achievements be it regarding educational as well as non educational field. Most of them discussed about their dedication towards their work, education qualification, experiences, and hobbies. Etc. It was a real interesting movement which hardly a few knew about it.

Harish Nayak, the main celebrant who conducted the programme came up with an activity that what you can see/recollect keeping your eyes closed? Prof. Piyush Patel (General Dept) responded about his achievement as a gold medalist by the Mathematical Dept.

Mr. Harish also explained about certain principals to be practiced in life simplifying them to as A. B. C. He explained to move forward in life in the right direction, to be determined towards one’s goal in life, the “Am I?” how to keep upgrading & how to accept one’s responsibility.

He also stressed towards success- being the reason for achievement of goal, change in ones thought process, actions, attitude, the conditioning from maybe family, friends, neighborhood, surroundings. Etc. how to let go/destroy it and look forward towards a positive thought.

The most important, the importance of Time & it’s worth & what is more valuable towards success.

The programme ended with a speech & vote of thanks by Dr. Saurin Shah (principal SOCET) and stressing more on the A.B.C. topic & the final speech by Bakul sir about some of his past & present experiences.
Below are some of the photographs taken at the programme: